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We’re back for a new year! You know, in the two years I’ve been doing this now I’ve never
received an email or message with something to be included or a suggestion for this newsletter
(If you sent one, it didn’t get to me). But I guess that just means it’s perfect already :D
The Ladies got back to work with plenty of little events and pieces this month – A very full news
box! – but I imagine they’re also practising for the summer tour. Maybe we can hope they’re
working on that new music that was mentioned last month too?
Also, this article on BNL by another trans fan is a very good read, and full of things I’d always
noticed myself about those songs. Maybe it’s just a mark of their talent that their songs can
have so many interpretations, but it’s always good to know you aren’t alone
– Mil

NEWS

 The Ladies took part in a memorial show this month for Mike Taylor of band Walk off
the Earth. All the info just below.
 Right now Steve is out at four shows across Canada with Symphony New Brunswick
conducted by Andy Creeggan – Yes, that’s right! Two ex-Barenaked Ladies on tour
together. Get tickets on Steve’s website. (Here’s an interview and sneak peek).

 BNL recorded and released a version of ‘Joy to the World (Jeremiah Was a Bullfrog)’
with Uschool this month to support music education in Canadian schools. Download
and donate on Uschool’s website, and watch the recording process.
 Ready for this summer’s Group Therapy tour with Hootie and Blowfish? A full list of
dates is on the final page (including a date change for Florida).
 The BNL museum exhibit at Studio Bell in Calgary closes next month so visit soon!
 The Ladies also sung the anthem at this month’s CWHL All-Star game.

Upcoming

A Tribute for Mike

On Jan 13th, along with many other Canadian bands, BNL took part in a free memorial show for Mike
‘Beard Guy’ Taylor, keyboardist and vocalist of Walk off the Earth who passed away on December 29th.
The event took place at Burlington’s Civic Square and was attended by thousands of fans paying their
respects along with the many musicians that took part. (Photos on the next page)

You can read more about it on CBC News and Global News. The whole show was recorded by CBC and is available on
YouTube (BNL asked for their performances be removed from this permanent version but was in the original livestream).
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Solo News

Ed

♪
♪

Kevin

Ed got quite the shout-out in this article on the good and the bad of stage
banter this month.
Also, if you heard Ed would be on Buffalo Pinball this month it was sadly
cancelled, but we all know Ed can’t be kept away from pinball for long!

Jim

Once again, Jim has no solo news but
I’m sure he’d want you to check out
the shows his brother Andy is doing in
the news box on page 1, if you
haven’t already.
Maybe this should become Andy’s
box at this rate... Use it or lose it,
Jimmy boy – No News

♪

Kevin revealed a super piece of
artwork for his upcoming Superhero
Suite album this month. More details
on his solo projects will be coming
soon!

Tyler

♪

Tyler sat in for a very long episode of the
Toronto Mike podcast this month, #420 and,
yes, he did talk about marijuana. He also
spoke about his past career in his youth on TV shows, hockey and singing
anthems, then took listener questions about his journey to be a drummer
for BNL, early BNL days, gigs on TV shows over the years, Don't Talk
Dance, Steve's departure and the Hootie tour this year – At two and a half
hours it would be harder to find something he didn’t talk about!
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Upcoming Dates

Fun and Games

To get tickets visit BNL’s official website

It’s time for a BNL word ladder! And this one should be Easy – Transform
EASY into JANE by changing one letter at a time. Our record is just three
intermediary steps, so see if you can match or even beat us!

♫ Feb 2 Night to Nurture Gala - Metro
Toronto Convention Centre

♫ EASY
???
???
???
JANE

Hootie & the Blowfish Group Therapy
Tour with Barenaked Ladies

Or use the splash piece in the folder

Answer next issue!
November’s answer: 'Killed by a great white or a meteorite'
Last issue’s answer: Ed – Shampoo
Jim – Graffiti
Kevin – Sandwich
Tyler – Jacket

Who Knew?

This month’s BNL Fun Fact: You know that kid on
the Born on a Pirate Ship cover (the one who
isn’t actually Jim despite the rumours)?

Well, as kids do, he’s grown up in the nearly 25
years since that album was released and was
featured in a NME piece on Stars of Album Covers As They Look Today.

Everything Old Is New Again

This month we’re heading back to a little bookshop in Los Angeles in 2006
for a special concert-cum-audiobook-audition – In between each song of the
show, each of the Ladies took it in turn to read a small selection from a book
of their choice, everything from DOS attacks to Scrabble and even erotica! I
think Tyler might well have a new career path available after his particular
rendition.
The whole playlist is uploaded here on YouTube and totals about 45 mins.

That’s it for this issue! Send feedback, ideas and contributions to newsletter@getbarenaked.net or tweet @Mil_Feirn
Photos, videos, fanart, reviews, fanfiction – If it’s got something to do with BNL, we want to see it!
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